
What if what we do isn’t really important? What if
our desire to create comes not from a need in our
audience but a need within us? What if we are
taking part in a truly archaic, museum art form
that offers little- or worse, nothing- to our society?
Would it matter? Would you still do what you do?
Would you still create theatre for young people?

I was recently ill and "took leave" of the world for
six months. I didn’t work, I had little contact with
people (with the exception of those in the medical
profession) and I didn’t create any theatre. After a
month, I was twitchy and craved a creative outlet.
I began to write and found solace in visual arts.
After three months, my father brought me a tiny
wooden carving of a proscenium arch as a gift
from his visit to Belgium. It reminded me of my
favourite place in the world- an empty theatre.
One of the things about an illness (and perhaps
the greatest of few blessings) is that it offers you
new sight, an objectivity that we aren’t allowed in
our hectic day to day business. Your life is
stripped bare and, when recovering, you decide
what to put back. I looked at my friends, family,
partner and home life and began to make
changes. It was then time to assess my career
choice and decide whether it was really where I
wanted and needed to be. Was what I did
important to me and to others? It was with this
question in mind that I attended a symposium
formed to find the common ground shared by
practitioners from around the world, who make
theatre for young audiences.

In December 2003, the Australia Council commis-
sioned a review of theatre for young people (TYP)
in Australia. The review surveyed TYP companies
to discover the challenges and rewards inherent
in this work and made a series of recommenda-
tions that would further the development of the
sector. One of the key recommendations was to
develop a dialogue and forge links between
national and international artists and companies
that would allow for the discussion of philosophi-
cal ideals and the promotion of collaboration and
cross-fertilisation. In 2005, as part of the Come
Out festival in South Australia, this recommenda-
tion was adopted by Young People and the Arts
Australia (YPAA). Inviting members of the
Executive Committee of ASSITEJ (Association of
Theatre for Children and Young People), YPAA
arranged a symposium which could discuss the
shared philosophical ground of national and inter-

national artists. With practitioners from Australia,
Brazil, Japan, Korea, Germany, Uganda, Zambia,
USA, Turkey, Denmark, Canada, Austria and
Sweden, the delegates represented a large cross
section of the international youth arts community.
The scene was set and, in the leafy surroundings
of the Botanic Gardens, we gathered to discuss
some big questions. Taking the theme of the
Come Out festival, "Being Human", as inspiration,
the opening discussion question was "Does
theatre help to humanize us as individuals and as
a society?" I waited to see whether the discus-
sions would reveal whether or not this industry
was truly the right one for me. I was, for the first

time, amongst my industry peers without repre-
senting a company or project. My only brief was
to observe the proceedings and capture in writing
what happened on the day.

The days’ proceedings started with some presen-
tation ‘discussion starters’ from a panel of four
people, Sally Chance, Artistic Director of Come
Out 2005; Susan Richer, Artistic Associate
Queensland Performing Arts Centre; Kim Peter
Kovac, Director Youth and Family Programs, The
John F Kennedy Centre for the Performing Arts;
and Dave Brown, Artistic Director Patch Theatre
Company. 

To allow for easy discussion, the bulk of the day
was spent in four small groups. Each group had a
mix of practitioners (directors, designers, pup-
peteers, choreographers, youth theatre workers,
journalists, general managers, funding body staff,
students, professors and others) from around the
world. The group I was assigned to was a diverse
mix of people. To begin our discussions, we set
out to find some common principles that governed
our work for and by young people. There was a
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strong reluctance to be prescriptive and a desire
to try to encompass the wide range of work
happening in the global sector. Panel speaker
Susan Richer extended a question in our group
that allowed this non-prescriptive exploration:
"Shall we explore our confusions together?" 

Some of the principles proposed and agreed on
by the majority of the group included: the partici-
pation and engagement of young people in devel-
oping the work and as an audience; a response to
the physical environment and space; a move
away from the audience development approach to
theatre for young people and towards a recogni-
tion of young people as an audience in their own
right; the type of content in a piece; the relevance
of this content to its chosen audience; the form of

the performance; a strong consultation process
with and observation of young people during the
creation of the work; the encouragement of
ownership by young people as performers and/or
audience; a tolerance of the unfamiliar; and a col-
laborative, respectful approach to working with
artists and young people.
These principles were nearly unanimously agreed
on as considerations or guiding factors in the
process of developing a performance for young
audiences. Perhaps the most vastly different
principle discussed was consultation with young
people during the different stages of developing a
work. While all agree that this type of research is
important, the level and methods of consultation
vary from company to company. In some cases,
practitioners spend a large amount of time during
the initial stages of a project in schools discussing
the themes and ideas of the show. Other practi-
tioners spend a similar amount of time in schools
using set tasks to find the information required (for
example improvised scenes, workshops or art
activities). In other cases, time spent in schools is
simply as an observer to gain an understanding of
the behaviours of young people. Other groups
consult extensively with youth agencies and youth
workers to find the information they are seeking,
while others consult young people on line in the
hope that the medium will offer a non-threatening
way for young people to participate.

Most of the companies present consult extensive-
ly with young people during the initial planning
stages (with the exception of companies present-
ing adapted works) but in rehearsal and creation,
the input from young people varies. Naturally,
work with young people as performers provides a
constant dialogue between artists and young
people through rehearsals and into performance.
Other TYP companies continue dialogue with
young people through methods like the online
forum or occasional school visits. Other groups
perform a "preview" to their market audience in
the weeks leading to production, and take on
board the feedback from this audience. I am
curious to know if the amount of time TYP practi-
tioners spend with their target audience is paral-
leled in any other artform.

Another factor unique to TYP that the delegates
agreed they need to consider (but did not neces-
sarily call a governing principle), is having a
consumer and participant that are separate
people. In theatre for adults, the consumer is the
participant- the person who buys the ticket is the
person attending the show. However, in TYP, the
consumer is usually a relative, teacher or carer of
the young person participating. This dictates
marketing (which needs to attract the consumer
rather than participant) and is a consideration in
developing the performance as it needs to engage
the participant and keep the consumer "onside".
The Australia Council had a similar finding in their
Review of TYP in Australia, speculating that there
may be a need to develop two complementary
sets of principles, policies and practices for
consumer and participant.

While this discussion on governing principles was
interesting and informative, it was not new infor-
mation for anyone present. It was merely a con-
solidation of facts already known. It did not touch
on the question that the conference had begun
with: "Does theatre humanize us?" Perhaps there
is a fear of considering the option that what we do
doesn’t humanize our audience, or maybe it is
human nature that, when faced with large and
slightly daunting questions or challenges, we
search for shelter in the trivial. 

For a group that isn’t scared of pushing boundaries in their work,
this reticence to talk surprised me…maybe it is human nature that,
when faced with large and slightly daunting questions or chal-
lenges, we search for shelter in the trivial. Whatever the reason,
the core of the question was never addressed by the delegates.
The discussion question was used as a springboard to lecture on
personal agendas and trigger remembered anecdotes and
avoided by hiding behind semantics.
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Whatever the reason, the core of the question
was never addressed by the delegates. The dis-
cussion question was used as a springboard to
lecture on personal agendas and trigger remem-
bered anecdotes and avoided by hiding behind
semantics ("what does "humanize really mean
anyway?"). Delegates chose to talk the safe, well
rehearsed speech about theatre changing lives.
This safe standpoint was never challenged, no
one played devil’s advocate, no one presented a
different perspective, and no one left their comfort
zone. In the initial group discussions, some
delegates talked about their experience of working
with young people from disadvantaged back-
grounds. They had found that young people
needed to get their "disempowerment story" out,
needed to talk through personal issues, before the
heart of the matter could be explored and the
work could progress. Ironically, that is exactly
what happened with the delegates at the confer-
ence. People needed to talk about their specific
difficulties (funding problems, working with
schools, what they had personally found right and
wrong with shows in the festival, status in the
broader arts community, etc) before being able to
talk about any core issues, the bigger picture. By
lunchtime, all of the European delegates had left
and the remaining diminished discussion groups
spoke for the afternoon before going their
separate ways chiefly unchanged and unchal-
lenged.

For a group that isn’t scared of pushing bound-
aries in their work, this reticence to talk surprised
me. Maybe it was caused by fear. Maybe we are
afraid that we are so brittle as an industry that if
we consider whether our work has an impact or
not we will discover that it does not and implode.
However, the strength and longevity of the
careers and companies represented in the room
would have suggested otherwise. Maybe people
cannot "just talk" about these issues: they needed
to be pushed. Perhaps it takes someone to stir
and take an opposing point of view for people to
get fired up about these issues and to initiate con-
versation. The keynote short speeches from four
leading youth arts practitioners at the beginning of
the conference all outlined strong examples of
theatre "humanizing" people, however anyone
who has seen any quantity of theatre knows that
there is a vast body of work that has very little
impact on its audience. What would have
happened if the keynote speakers told us that
theatre did not challenge, inspire or excite and
had no humanizing effect at all? Would the
delegates have fought for their art?

Maybe as an industry, we find sufficient opportuni-
ty for dialogue through our performance work. A
day spent watching each others’ theatrical work
would have made evident the different philoso-
phies inherent in our practice. And if that is the
case, what then is the purpose of discussing

philosophies when they are already evident in the
work? This is not a new debate and while nearly
all agree that philosophies of practice are
important, there is a variance in whether
extensive discussions about these philosophies
create clear strategic directions or restrict possible
creative outcomes. The Come Out Festival with
its plethora of youth arts activity provided a
starting point for discussions among the group.
People discussed the obvious placement of
seatbelts and sunscreen in the fantasy land of
Windmill Performing Arts’ The Green Sheep? and
the reiteration of "eat your green vegetables" in
Spare Parts Puppet Theatre’s Granny is An Alien.
The obvious message placement in these two
plays lead to a debate about the role of theatre as
an education tool. "I am not a teacher, I am an
artist!" exclaimed one delegate.

While united in not creating a didactic theatre
experience for their audience, the practitioners
debated extensively about what messages should
be present in TYP and how they should be
portrayed. Sally Chance, Director of the Come
Out festival, described this move away from
didactic theatre as a desire to create theatre
which does not have a mono-message- theatre
where there is room for individual interpretation.
This debate exposed differences in philosophies
not only among the international delegates but
also among the local and national representatives.
The international ASSITEJ visitors had seen many
of the shows in the Come Out festival and could
use the work they had seen as a reference.
However, it is my guess that they learnt much
more from watching than any discussions on the
day. If only the Australian practitioners in the room
could have experienced the work of the interna-
tional delegates, a two-way dialogue would have
been possible.

For me, an empty theatre
has always been a sacred
place, a quiet place before
the creation, where oppor-
tunities are endless and the
world you have visualised
begins to be formed. It was
at this moment that I was
reminded of why I do what I
do- it makes me alive, it
humanizes me.
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Maybe the question of whether we are humanized
by theatre was too broad and generalized: so
general that no one could debate- perhaps a more
specific question would have prompted the larger
discussions. Architect Mies van der Rohe once
said "God is in the Detail", the great can be found
in the small. Likewise, if you look at the smallest
section of your work, it can reveal a vast differ-
ence in approach. Put under the microscope,
philosophies and practices become evident in the
smaller processes. Perhaps a question such as
"what is the very first thing you do when you have
an idea for a show?" would have provoked a
multitude of responses that would have offered
insight into other working practices.

Maybe we needed to have representation from
our audience- from children and young people- to
spark energy and offer another viewpoint. In the
recent International Youth Leadership Event held
at the Festival Centre in Adelaide, a forum theatre
presentation by young people was used to
stimulate discussion. Perhaps the delegates could
have benefited from this same energy, and been
challenged by ideas from young people on
whether they were "humanized" by theatre. Sally
Chance spoke about the Festival committee of
young people and their discussions on the
humanizing effect of being involved in drama and
theatre productions. They saw it as a chance to
experiment with different states of being human
and felt that, for them, it had been a rite of
passage. It would have been insightful to hear
what young people felt as an audience. Whether it
was one or a multitude of the above factors, the
question of whether theatre humanizes us was
never truly addressed.

In spite of this, I found the answer to my question
(of whether this was the right career for me) in
one important moment. During the discussions the
group became excited as they talked about how a
performance space influences the work. There
was much discussion on the differences between
work that is site specific, performances in a 1000
seat theatre or an intimate theatre, and works that
tour and how they are all vastly different and
involve different approaches and considerations.
The Australian practitioners in the group were also
excited by the custom-made theatres for young
audiences that have been built in some countries
and speculated on how a custom built space
would affect the work of TYP companies in the
country. All conveyed a desire to see a similar
theatre built here. The Australia Council Review
also suggested that a custom built space would
offer strong benefits to the industry as a whole,
listing advantages such as shared sector specific
advertising, the potential to become a laboratory
for new ideas and a training focus for mentor-
ships, providing a venue that offers a non- threat-
ening environment for young people to access
and a chance to raise the profile of the sector.

Another delegate suggested that online communi-
ties are also becoming a performance space.
Websites that have forums allow young people
the opportunity to post poems, plays, stories,
music and ideas and create an artistic community
free of adult intervention (and interruption).
Theatre artists are incorporating the benefits of
the web into their work and in their consultation
with young people. One of the discussion
questions of the conference was "In the world of
electronic media and virtual entertainment, what
does the experience of live theatre bring?" The
delegates decided that what theatre has that a
website cannot offer is immediacy. Theatre has a
non-deferrable deadline for the artists and
audience, and a commitment asked of its
audience. In performances for children, this com-
mitment is not in attending a piece of theatre-
often the children do not choose to attend. It is in
their choice of behaviour, how they consume a
piece of theatre. Too often theatre audiences are
restrictive in their responses (don’t talk, don’t
laugh too loud, clap at the end of the piece).
However, there is a freedom of responses from
young audiences, and the delegates felt it was
important to be embracing of these responses as
long as the audience is engaged (and it is all too
evident when a child is not engaged in a perform-
ance).

From these ideas on space came a discussion
about how people viewed an empty theatre and it
was here that I found the answer to my question.
For some delegates the theatre is an exciting
space to play, while for others it is a limiting and
conservative space. Regardless of opposing view-
points, everyone in the room had strong reactions
to the idea of the black box. For me, an empty
theatre has always been a sacred place, a quiet
place before the creation, where opportunities are
endless and the world you have visualised begins
to be formed. It was at this moment that I was
reminded of why I do what I do- it makes me
alive, it humanizes me. This conversation
reminded me, as had my father’s wooden carving
of a stage, that elsewhere in the world and around
the corner, people share my passion too.


